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Introduction
This instrument is developed by Avance Impact
for the Next Generation programme of the Prince
Claus Fund. One of the objectives of the programme was the development of the participating organisations, individually and through their interactions
as a group. The story of the programme can be
found in this publication.
This instrument, consisting of a series of participatory exercises, was developed and tested in a series
of offline and online workshops that were part of the
Next Generation Programme: at the start in December 2018, halfway in December 2019, and in April
2021 (online).

Objective
This instrument is developed to get insight in how
young and creative organisations change over
time, and such organisations develop their interactions as a group or network.

Principles
This instrument is based on the following principles:
Reflection. The exercises that together form the
instrument are intended to generate reflection
on the developments over time. The purpose
is not to get tables filled and boxes checked,
but to deepen insight. The process of doing
this should add value in itself. Reflection takes
place during the exercises, but also on the basis
of notes taken during the exercises. Therefore,
suggestions for note taking and analysis are also
provided.
Flexibility. While specific categories and dimensions are provided in various exercises, they
should not be used in restrictive ways that drain
energy, but used as discussion and reflection
starters. There should always be openness to
adapt or add.

When to use this instrument
This instrument can be helpful in addition to (or in
place of) existing approaches and instruments to
assess organisational development and network
development. Especially when the initiative involves
young and / or creative organisations where a focus on formal organisational systems is not relevant,
and where there is a desire to focus on relational
and creative ways of expression that resist easy categorization and labelling. It is possible to only use
the exercises focused on organisational development, or only those that focus on the development
of the group.

Non-judgmental and non-linear. The exercises
collect information in systematic ways, and
some of the data are categorized through the
use of scales. However, they are not intended
to represent linearity, as if organisations should
always progress from one side to another side
of the scale. The direction and pace of change
for organisations and networks is not predetermined and there is not one right way to grow.

Design
This instrument consists of specific exercises. The
exercises are grouped into three analytical levels.
These levels are shown in the figure below and they
are:
The individual organisations: the green circles in
the figure.
The influence and added value of the group to
the individual partner organisations, and between partners, the yellow lines in the figure.
The togetherness of these organisations, the
group of partners, or network, the pink oval in
the figure.
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Workshop

Offline and Online

These exercises are designed to be used in a workshop format. For each workshop, a set of exercises
has to be selected that fits the timeframe and the
purpose of the workshop. Also, for the flow of the
workshop, exercises may have to be combined, or
adapted such that working methods are diverse
and interesting.

The instrument was originally designed for offline
workshops. However, due to COVID-19 restrictions,
some workshops had to be done online. In the
description of the exercises, several suggestions for
online use will be provided.

User experience
While all exercises can be done online as well, the
offline experience is much stronger. Safe spaces
and heartfelt connections were important and these are much more difficult to realise in online workshops, because the physical aspect is absent and
because online workshops are much shorter. Also,
when the online workshops were done, organisations were dealing with serious consequences of
COVID-19 and had limited mental space to engage in global cooperation in an emergent network.
This situation made reflections on such cooperation
less relevant.
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A. Tracking Development of Organisations
The first part of this instrument
consists of two exercises
that can be used to obtain
insight in organisations: how
they perceive themselves,
how they have changed
and what has contributed
to these changes, and how
they would like to develop
themselves further. Once
repeated, the exercise can
provide insight into changes
that occurred.

User experience:
“This exercise worked well
because it combined a
function as icebreaker and
as an introduction of reflections on the organisation. Every participant speaks and
has a chance to already
flag an important issue for
their organisation. This often
led to conversations among
peers that had to be held
off till the next exercise, for
which it set the stage.”

1. Organisational Picture
Objective
Understand the basic self-perception of the organisation. And introduction to the workshop.
Description
Participants from each organisation choose one picture from a table
with a set of different pictures. They choose a picture they can associate their organisation with. Each organisation explains in turn in one
minute why they chose this picture.
Phase
baseline, follow up, final
Time required
15 minutes. 5 minutes instruction and finding a picture, 1 minute per
organisation to explain the reason why. In a large group, a timer can
be used to limit speaking time.
Materials required
set of pictures or cards.
Reporting during the exercise
By note taker, on the basis of oral explanation.
		
Organisation

Brief description picture

Explanation/Quotes

Analysis after the exercise, on the basis of reported information
• Commonalities and differences of themes emerging from the
pictures
• Recurring themes, words, issues, values through the explanations
• Comparison with previous results when the exercise is repeated.
For example how the recurring themes have changed and what
the reasons for such change are: e.g. internal change, development, context change.
Click here for examples of analysis
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Online adaptation
Create an online space for participants to choose a picture
that represents their organisation at the moment. Ask them to
comment on images of others. Technical instructions: Create a
Padlet, type “map” (see picture 1). Create a custom and easy
to share URL, set the map to “secret” and give visitors the
right to write. In this way, participants do not need to create an
account. The brief instruction to the whole group can be: “Use +
(upper right), pick your location. Use Image Search. “
After adding their own, participants can see each other’s
pictures by clicking on the locators. And they can explain their
choice of picture in turn, as in the offline workshop. If more time
is available, participants can offer written reactions to each
other’s pictures (before or after the oral explanation). See the
picture below for an example result.
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A. Tracking development of organisations
2. Organisational Reflection
Objective
Create shared language and way of looking at the organisation. Find
out current (perceived) strengths for selected organisational dimensions and where to improve. Define ambitions for selected organisational aspects.
Description
The exercise consists of three parts: defining the relevant dimensions
(steps 1-3), reflecting on organisational strengths (steps 4-6) and reflecting on ambitions (steps 7-8).
1) ask participants to think about a successful organisation which they
admire; and which characteristics this organisation has. List this on
a flipchart.
2) introduce the following organisational aspects, derived from
existing frameworks and from the workshops where this instrument
was developed. Link this to aspects that have already been
mentioned in the previous step.
3) ask each organisation if other aspects have to be added, or if
some aspects can be left out. This can be decided as a group or
per individual organisation.
Alternative: when the exercise is repeated over time, the relevant dimensions can also simply be introduced (using only step 2 above)

a) Values: What basic principles drive the organisation?
Examples: Inclusion; Diversity; Safety
b) Energy: Is there energy in the organisation that drives it forward?
Examples: Drive; Passion; Motivation; Resilience
c) Systems: Are administration and finances well managed?
Examples: Payment systems; Bookkeeping; Checks and
balances; Documentation
d) People: Are the right people in the right position?
Examples: Guidance; Motivation; Capacities; Leadership;
Initiative
e) Relations: Does the organisation manage its relations well?
Examples: Allies and Ambassadors; Critics and Enemies;
Financiers; Engaging audiences
f) Innovation, Is the organisation able to adapt and renew when
needed?
Examples: To changing context; To increase impact; Change
strategies, structures, activities; Creativity
g) Sustainability: Is the organisation able to continue to make
impact?
Examples: Stay relevant; Dependence on people;
Dependence on resources
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User experience:
“The organisational dimensions
were partly derived from the
group and partly introduced
by the facilitators. They resonated well. Using a rating scale
encountered some resistance
and the non-judgemental
character had to be stressed.
The best part was step 6: acting
as a critical friend in pairs of
two. This already initiated some
concrete exchanges of organisational practices.”

h) Clear Strategy: Does the organisation have a clear
strategy?
Examples: Focused on making impact; Giving 			
direction to activities; With convincing leadership
i) Impact: Does the organisation have impact and 			
can they monitor it?
Examples: Reach, influence, change; Getting insight
4) Discuss and validate the rating scale. This scale is intended to be
non-judgemental. The meaning of the five stages is intuitive and
does not need to be defined in detail.
5) Rate the current situation of the organisation individually for each
aspect. Write one sentence explanation for each rating. Do this
individually.

No attention
given

Small steps
taken

We’re on
our way

This is a
strong point

Example
for others

Option: if the exercise is repeated, each organisation can be provided
with their previous responses in order to reflect on what has changed. An
alternative (if more time is available) is to introduce elements of journey
drawing for a few dimensions: drawing out creatively how the organisational journey has been in respect to the particular aspect.

6) After rating individually, create pairs of two and question each
other about (some of) the ratings in the role of “critical friend”.
Finally, share in plenary about the process: what was easy, difficult,
surprising. There is no need to share the ratings in the plenary.
7) Again individually: choose two, three or four aspects that are
most important for your organisation to work on. Decide what is
the desired stage (using the scale) at the end of the programme
or after a certain time, what needs to happen to move from the
current situation to the desired stage.
8) Share one aspect with the group.
Alternative: organisations could do this exercise with all relevant
colleagues in their organisation before coming to the workshop.
Then they can exchange in pairs and / or in plenary.
Alternative: organisations could do this exercise with all relevant colleagues in their organisation before coming to the workshop. Then
they can exchange in pairs and / or in plenary.
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Phase
baseline, follow up, final.
If the list is adapted at an earlier phase, the adapted list would be the
starting point.
Time required
2 hours.
Materials required
Slides with explanations of these aspects. Pre-printed tables for responses are helpful. Previous responses of each organisation (if applicable).
Reporting during the exercise
For the first three steps:
By note taker, on the basis of oral explanation.
Organisation

Aspects added (+) or left out (-)

Explanation

		
For steps 4 to 6
By note taker: compilation of the organisational tables (shown here),
adding a column ‘organisation’.
Aspect

Rating		

Explanation

		
For step 7
By each organisation
By note taker: compilation of the organisational tables, adding a
column ‘organisation’.
Aspect

Desired stage(using scale)

What needs to happen

		
Analysis after the exercise, on the basis of reported information
• Comparison with previous results when the exercise is repeated:
change per organisation and per aspect.
• Comparing strong and weak items between organisations
(do you see patterns? What can be explanations)?
• Comparing growth ambitions over time for each organisation;
further ambition on same aspects, or shifting ambitions to new aspects.
• Compare growth ambitions between organisations
Click here for examples of analysis

Online adaptation
If the workshop is a follow up to an earlier workshop, steps 1-4 can
be skipped and participants need to do steps 5 and 7 before the
workshops and bring the results to the workshop. During the online
workshop, participants can do step 6 in breakout rooms.
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B. Tracking Relations between Organisations
3. Demand and Support

The second part of this
instrument contains of two
exercises that can be used to
obtain insight in the relations
between organisations as
a whole and the relation
between the individual
organisations and the group.

org 10
org 1
org 2
org 3
org 4
org 5
org 6
org 7
org 8

org 9

org 8

org 7

org 6

org 5

org 4

org 3

Objective
Find (potential or realised) added values between participants.
Description
1) Create a large matrix on flipcharts with all organisations in rows
and in columns. The picture shows an example for a
group of ten organisations.

org 2

2) Ask participants to write on post-its briefly which interactions they
had with other organisations during a defined period, and paste it
in the correct cell.
3) Stand around the matrix with the whole group and discuss (a
selection of) these past interactions.
Add on: Each organisation could also, using a different colour of
post-its, indicate what help they would need, or (using yet another
colour of post-its) what support they have on offer for others.

org 9

During a workshop at the start of the interaction between the organisations, a simplified, alternative version of this exercise can be
used that is only forward-looking:
1) Ask each participant to write on card board cards what they
would like to receive or learn from other organisations in this 		
group. This could be related to the reflections and ambitions from
exercise 2 (Organisational Reflection). One item per card.
2) Paste these on flip charts, organised by organisational aspect
(from exercise 2, Organisational Reflection)
3) Walk round individually, use another colour of cards and write
specific things or examples you could offer to one of the de-		
mands. Link the card physically to the demand-card. One item
per card.
4) Plenary: walk round the matches, reflect on the overall picture,
deepen some of the matched cards, and agree on how the fol
low up will be made concrete.
Phase
baseline (second version only), follow up, final
Time required
1 hour
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Materials required
two or three colour cards or post-its. And flipcharts to create the matrix, or to place around the room, with titles of the “Organisational
Aspects” agreed upon.
User experience:
“This exercise seems complicated, but actually led to
very concrete suggestions of
demand and support. Some
organisations had more to offer
and some had more demand,
but this was easily accepted.
After the first workshop, the
translation into practice of the
concrete matches of demand
and support offered did not
always take place. Some ideas
turned out to be less relevant
and real life pressures sometimes took over. During the
second workshop, this exercise
helped to reflect on (the value
of) such exchanges.”

Reporting during the exercise
By note taker, on the basis of the cards.
Organisation + Demand

Organisation + Offer

Comments

Grouped by
Organisational aspect,
or by organisation

Alternatively, the matrix can be digitalised.
Analysis after the exercise, on the basis of reported information
Most of these analyses can be done for the backward looking exercise, as well as for the adapted, forward-looking exercise.
• Number of linkages by each organisation and overall number
• Number and type of matches made and unmatched needs
• Analysis of comments from the plenary discussion
• When the exercise is repeated: differences with previous exercises: does matching change over time? Do topics for interaction
change?
Click here for examples of analysis

Online adaptation
Create an online place where participants can create blocks that
can be connected to each other. Technical instructions: create a
Padlet, using the “canvas” type. Create a custom and easy to share
URL and set the map to “secret” and give visitors the right to write. In
this way, participants do not need to create an account. Populate
it with the names of all organisations. Divide participants in breakout
rooms with 3 or 4 and give them this instruction “Click 3 dots above
your organisation’s name. Choose “connect to a post”. Select another organisation that you have interacted with. Put a
keyword in the field label to explain the
main interaction. Repeat for all connections” They can add additional boxes to
comment further. See the picture how
the result can look like. After the breakout
rooms, each group can share the main
points.
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B. Tracking Relations between Organisations
4. Contribution to Change
Objective
Find out contribution of the network to change, relative to other
contributions.
Description
1) Each participant can select two major changes in the organisation. Exercise 2 (Organisational Reflection) can be used as input.
User experience:
“The basic idea of the force
field analysis was intuitive and
worked well. Some participants
needed some examples of
helping or hindering forces, to
start their reflection. In practice
we did the exchange in pairs of
two with the same pairs as the
previous exercise. This helped
to deepen the conversation.”

2) Let each participant develop a force field analysis for each
selected change. Forces pushing against the change can be represented as arrows to the left, and forces pushing the change as
arrows to the right. The length of arrows can represent the strength
of the force. (See the picture below).
3) Let participants exchange in pairs or in trios. The main reflection
question is how the negative forces were overcome, how the forces
that stimulated the development were strengthened and what the
main learning points are for the organisation.
4) During a plenary, the facilitator can ask from each group how
often, and where the network or the bilateral interactions between
organisations have appeared as a force. And if not (or hardly) mentioned, a discussion can follow about why or why not.

factor hindering this change
(e.g. resistance among some staff)

factor helping this change (e.g.
inspiring example from organisation x)
organisational
change
(e.g. improved
innovation)
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Phase
follow up, final
Time required
1 hour
Materials required
paper
Reporting during the exercise
By note taker, on the basis of oral explanation.

Organisation

Change

Summary of
forces contra

				

Summary of
forces pro

Role of network /
interactions with others

Analysis after the exercise, on the basis of reported information
• Analysis of the forces pro and contra, by domain of change, sorting and filtering the table above
• Analysis of the role of bilateral interactions and interactions as a
network: How many mentioned this? For what type of changes?
What was its relative contribution?
Click here for examples of analysis

Online adaptation
Participants can create the force field analysis online. This can be
done using almost any regular online whiteboard function, or a more
specialised site (e.g. Smartdraw). Alternatively, they can create it
in PowerPoint. The results can be shown and discussed in breakout
rooms of 3 or 4 participants or in plenary if the group is not too big.
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C. Tracking Development of Emerging Groups
The third part of this
instrument consists of two
exercises that can be
used to obtain insight in
the development of the
group or network: how they
perceive themselves, how
they have changed and
what or who has contributed
to these changes, and how
they would like to develop
themselves further.

User experience:
“This exercise was most appreciated among participants.
They came from arts-related
organisations and using this
creative methodology worked
well, see also the examples of
analysis. In the follow up workshops, it helped to have the
pictures of the group available.
This immediately generated
a bigger sense of identity. We
had three groups doing this,
and the three resulting pictures
and group names all remained
in function for the group as a
whole. While the exercise is
developed to get insight, it is
in itself strengthening the joint
identity of the group.”

5. Group Identity
Objective
Find out how participants define what the group or network is.
Description
1) In groups of 3 or 4, find or draw or write a picture that expresses
your view on how this group of organisations will be in two or three
years’ time; and give it a name.
2) Walk around and reflect on the different pictures. Questions to
ask; to what extent do members have similarities, shared ambitions
or not, strong ties or loose connections?
Follow up or final sessions
3) Reflect on the pictures from the previous session: to what extent
has the picture become reality, and which aspects have not been
realised and why not? Adapt the picture accordingly.
Option: it is possible to ask participants to reflect on specific additional
characteristics or desired practices of the group, such as how communication does or should take place, or how monitoring is or should be done.

Phase
baseline, follow up, final
Time required
75 minutes
Materials required
drawing materials
Reporting during the exercise
By note taker, on the basis of pictures and oral explanation.
Follow up and final phases: add two columns: what is realised, what
is not realised, and why.
Picture / Photo		

Word / name		

Reflections

Analysis after the exercise, on the basis of reported information
• Common themes between organisational drawings
• When the exercise is repeated: analysis of what helped / hindered realisation of these expectations.
Click here for examples of analysis
Online adaptation
Participants can use joint online drawing tools in breakout rooms to
do this exercise.
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C. Tracking Development of Emerging Groups
6. Group Reflection
Objective
Find out current (perceived) strengths of the group and where to
improve. Define group ambitions.
Description
1) Divide participants in small groups. If possible, the same groups
that have created the artistic expressions of group identity.
User experience:
“This exercise took place once
offline and once online. The
aspects to be assessed were
partly developed by the group,
and partly by the facilitators. They resonated well. We
attempted to use a rating
scale, but the group refused
this. Instead, a group discussion
was held around each aspect.
These were interesting and high
quality discussions, but to do
this as a plenary was slightly
long. In the online version,
we used subgroups related
to each of the organisational
pictures. This worked better,
but the groups found it difficult
(given their COVID-19 related
challenges), to reflect on their
identity as a global group.”

2) Ask each group to reflect on the network aspects below and discuss to what extent these aspects are realised. The groups can use
an intuitive, non-judgmental scale (e.g. Hardly or not: Somewhat;
Quite OK but some more to be done; We are where we want to
be). The groups can skip over aspects that are not deemed relevant, or can add other aspects of the network.
a) Sufficient Commonness
Shared identity, shared values, similarity in issues experienced
b) Sufficient Difference
Individuality, something to offer and inspire
c) Sense of safety and care
Human dimension, real connections, beyond ‘business’
d) Level of energy, inspiration, flow
Joy, passion, eagerness
e) Give and take balance
All contribute and all receive, taking responsibilities
f) Sense of continuity
Not just incidental. Potential beyond project. Not donor-driven.
g) Communication, interaction, infrastructure
3) Each group can also reflect on future ambitions, e.g. through
these questions: Write the single most important change for the
network you want to see next year. What could be your role? Which
other organisation would you like to invite to contribute what?
4) When groups come back, they can either share their reflections
for each aspect, or (if time is restricted) they can share the most
relevant points from their discussion.
Phase
follow up, final
Time required
1 hour
Materials required
slides with aspects to assess
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Reporting during the exercise
By each group: use the table below. This can also be done by a note
taker if there is complete reporting back to the plenary group.
By note taker: compilation of the group tables, leaving the individual
group ratings, so that diversity is visible.
Aspect			Rating			Explanation

		
For step 3
By each group (or note taker when it is reported back): compilation
of the organisational tables, adding a column ‘organisation’.
Aspect			

Future ambition		

What is required

		
Analysis after the exercise
• Comparing between groups which aspects are strong and weak
and why
• Comparison with previous results when the exercise is repeated
• Comparing growth ambitions between groups and compared
with previous ambitions
Click here for examples of analysis

Online adaptation
Create a digital space where pictures can be shared and commented on. Technical instructions: Use Padlet. Create a Padlet, type
“shelf” (see picture). Create a custom and easy to share URL and
set the map to “secret” and give visitors the right to write. In this way,
participants do not need to create an account. Create a column
with the title “Explanation” and as many additional columns as there
are groups, so that each group has its own column. In each group’s
column, place their own picture (artistic expression of the group’s
identity) and the group name on top, then place boxes underneath
with the seven aspects of networks mentioned
above. Turn the options to rate (using a fivepoint star scale) and to comment on. See the
picture below.
Place this instruction in a post under in the
column ‘explanation’: “You see the picture
you made (click to enlarge). In the comments
you find the 7 aspects of networking that we
discussed in the 2019 workshop. Please write
in comments under each aspect what has /
hasn’t worked out. (If you like) rate the aspect:
to what extent has this worked out in the network in the past years? Add new boxes under
the picture (use + sign) to write about other
aspects.”
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Deep dive: examples of analysis
This additional section offers
some examples of analysis
done with the data of the
exercises in this toolbox.
Each workshop resulted in a
report of 40 to 60 pages. For
each exercise we offer some
excerpts for inspiration.

Exercise 1. Organisational Picture
5 out of 12 participants referred to concepts like challenge or risk as
a key element. 4 participants referred to the strength and cohesion
of the team as a key element. 6 of the responses fell in the categories of the mission or of the core values of the organisation. 2 of the
responses touched upon the internal structure of the organisation
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“We could all just be falling,
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Click here to go back to the
description of the exercise
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Growth stage per aspect across organisations (median)
median

organisation A

values
impact

5
4

energy

3
2
clear
strategy

1
0

systems

sustainability

people

innovation

Exercise 2. Organisational Reflection
The first figure shows the median score for all organisational aspects, and the scores of one specific
organisation. The second figure shows the distribution of the scores of all organisations. In themselves,
these scores do not have much meaning, but the
comparison is a starting point for further reflection.
For example, the organisation in the first figure
scored itself significantly lower on energy, and this
led to a meaningful conversation about how a
restrictive context can drain energy, and the importance of restoring energy of the staff. Below is an
example of a qualitative analysis of one organisational aspect.

relations

ENERGY

Click here to go back to the
description of the exercise

Energy, as well as values, appears to be one of the strongest points
in the growth of all organisations, with 91% of respondents giving a
high (=4) or very high (=5) score to this aspect. The only exception is
represented by the lowest possible score (=1), (see the sample chart
above). Comments highlight passion and awareness of the results
achieved as elements that motivate and inspire the team. However,
5 respondents refer to the need to constantly renew and rejuvenate
such energy, and/or to the difficulty of recovering from fatigue and
from times when their resilience was put to test.
Another comment from the discussions:
A critique to the concept of continuous growth as a healthy expectation to (self-) impose upon people and organisations. Some participants argued in favour of non-linear models of growth, based on
non-capitalist modes of thinking and acting – prizing an ecology of
care over the paradigm of growth, and giving people in the organisation space for restoration, healing, and recuperation;
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Exercise 3. Demand and Support
The first chart shows how many demands and offers the organisations
made during the first workshop. Each of these demands and offers
was related to one of the organisational aspects. Specific matches
were made that led to intentions for exchange of ideas, documents
or persons.

Example of qualitative explanation: People and sustainability are the
two organisational aspects in which most of the demands fall (6 and
7 demands, respectively): around 50% of participants expressed a
need related to (one of, or both) these two aspects. In the case of
sustainability, and to a minor extent in that of people, it appears that
there is not sufficient capacity within the group to match demands
with support. These results are in line with the scores of the activity on
organisational growth, where people and sustainability scored lowest
across organisations in terms of self-perceived growth.
The second chart shows how the number of demands and supports
offered increased over time. During an intermediate workshop, a
number of demands and supports were added, but during the second workshop, many more demands and supports were exchanged
and matched. This was an indication of growth of the emerging
network.
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The third chart is from the second workshop and shows an overview of
actual interactions that each organisation had. We used a differentiation in level of intensity of the exchange. It turned out that several
of the intended exchanges (from the first workshop) did indeed take
place, but several others did not. It was interesting to note that all
organisations had engaged in actual exchanges with at least one
other organisation.

Click here to go back to the
description of the exercise

The group discussed the enablers and disablers of interactions between members.
Enablers for cooperation among members were
• a similarity in topics, formats, or channels, which allowed them to
share solutions to common issues;
• the proactivity and leadership of some individuals within the network;
• a desire to learn and broaden views and inputs;
• an intentionality in interacting: completely spontaneous and
organic exchanges do not materialize in collaborations in the long
run;
• a relationship that is personal, not just professional;
• proximity, both geographical and cultural / contextual.
And disablers were
• the short time elapsed since the beginning of the programme:
time is necessary to grow trust and knowledge of each other’s
work, values, and contexts;
• the fact that Partners are already too busy with their own projects,
which take priority over the network;
• differences that are too big, either in geography, or in channels
/ formats / topics, or in organizational phases (although some
degree of diversity can be a source of productive complementarities);
• the dependency on actions of others (e.g. team members who
react slowly);
• shocks (internal or external to the organization).
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Exercise 4. Contribution to Change
The chart below shows a quantification of the forces that contributed or resisted positive change in organisations. Each organisation
had identified one or two specific changes that had taken place.
The force field analysis was coded and the length of the arrows used
was quantified and combined for all organisations.

“Being able to have someone
in the network that was an expert on something we are not
took a lot of stress out of us.
Diversity helped; we did not
need to reinvent everything
from zero, but we could rely
on experience from others. A
sister or brother in this region,
who can give support.”

forces contributing

forces resisting

impact
values

energy

innovation

people

systems

sustainability

clear strategy

relations

The figure shows that many of the forces were related to people.
For instance, among the forces contributing to change we find:
new staff, which often brings additional skills into the organization
(6 times); the commitment and active engagement of the team in
discussions and decision processes (3 times); the team members’ willingness to experiment and innovate (2 times). However – interestingly
– people also appear to be the force that was most active in resisting change. Reasons mentioned by the Partners include: insecurity or
fear of change; lack of skills, experience, or initiative; disagreements
on strategic choices; issues with the alignment between new staff
and the values of the organization; lack of time to train new staff, or
the old staff in the use of new systems.

Click here to go back to the
description of the exercise
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Exercise 5. Group Identity
In the first workshop, three groups developed a group
identity. The pictures on the left show the graphical representation of these groups, with the names The Common Jungle, Next-Gen Café, and No Labels. The three
pictures were all retained and jointly represented how
this emerging group viewed itself.
One common theme in the oral explanations descriptions was diversity: each organisation has its own uniqueness and this is perceived as a strength and richness for
the group. Despite such diversity, the organisations in
the group are connected by a commonality of intents,
and a desire to support each other. Another characteristic of the group is the non-linearity of interactions: multiple and different interactions can happen at the same
time among different partners within the group, and with
different parties outside of it; the ecosystem that emerges is complex.
Exercise 6. Group Reflection
This exercise was designed to be used with a rating,
based on negotiated consensus, for each of the seven
dimensions of group life. However, the group resisted
using a rating scale and instead, had a group discussion on each aspect, based on what characterises the
group at the moment and what the ambitions for the
future were. Below is the qualitative summary of the
group’s discussion of just one of the issues:
SENSE OF SAFETY AND CARE

“I had a very difficult year
and I did not share this,
but you guys, without even
knowing, were doing it: you
were offering me a place
and feeling of safety.”

Click here to go back to the
description of the exercise

The extensive discussion on this dimension, and the nuances in the
discourse, show that this is a key aspect for participants in the group.
Some Partners reacted immediately with a high ranking for this
dimension, particularly for the aspect of care: there is a widespread
feeling of having the others’ wellbeing and thriving at heart. However, it was noted that the great physical distances among Partners
had a negative impact on the sense that this network could be a
source of safety: at the opposite, some had a feeling of powerlessness, as the support that they could offer to another Partner in dire
times was not concrete enough. In other words, it is not clear how
much the group as a space of safety can extend into daily life beyond the meetings. However, a partner expressed how important the
existence itself of the group was for them to feel safe during a year
that – unbeknownst to others – was tough for her.
Another point of discussion was the possibility to show care through
more open feedback and criticism – and by being more upfront on
each organization’s own weak points and failures, trusting that the
group could by now be a space of genuine relations. However, lack
of knowledge of others’ contexts and processes was keeping some
Partners from offering comments or criticism.
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